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In 2018 LSF-UK were invited by Her
Excellency Karen-Mae Hill, the Antigua
and Barbuda High Commissioner, to send
volunteers to Antigua to train students in
stringed instrument repair and
maintenance. This was in support of the
Antigua and Barbuda Youth Symphony
Orchestra (ABYSO) and the Music Service
which had acquired a large supply of
school guitars including 100 donated from
the UK.
Long term aims:
• To train local volunteers in repair and
maintenance of the violin family of
instruments
• Training in guitar repair to meet a particular
local need.
• To set up a permanent workshop service
with a paid staff to maintain all orchestral
instruments, as well as other popular
instruments such as guitars.

and

Education Services
• Further tools and equipment would be
needed to supplement those in place

2019 visit
In 2019, Keith Graves and Rita Walker, were
invited by Her Excellency Karen Mae-Hill to
return to Antigua to continue the training
programme and set up the new workshop.
The Antigua and Barbuda government were
donating space in a redundant cinema for
conversion to a rehearsal space and storage
area with a workshop for the repair work.
A visit was tentatively set for Easter 2019 but
the conversion of the building had not
commenced by then. We expected it to be
completed by August and therefore postponed
the visit to September. We went ahead with
organising further tools and materials and
planned to set up the workshop over the first
few days.

After the first visit our conclusions
were:• The 'pop-up' workshop was successful
overall, with most students able to complete
basic maintenance tasks
• For any future workshop we recommend that
the number of students be kept low, ideally
to 4 or 5 of those that attended this time
• The students progressed at a good pace but
need further experience in woodwork in
order to continue to the next level.
• A secure workshop with more suitable
benches and storage will be essential

Preparing the workshop - Hector and
Danny fixing a vice to a table

However, at a meeting with the High
Commissioner, Rita discovered that plans had
again changed somewhat. Firstly, the works
were way behind schedule and thus, as the
workshop at ABICE was unavailable, we were
to set up in a large room at the old US Airforce
Base. Secondly the original two most
promising 2nd year trainees, Hector and Danny,
would be joined by a newcomer who was
interested solely in guitars, from the
Department of Culture who apparently have
some financial interest in the orchestra.
We decided it was too late to change flights
and plans at this point.

The Workshop
We were able to get into the Air Base briefly
the day before the course to check it out and
met Captain George, our contact. The room
was very large, albeit windowless but did have
air conditioning which would afford a pleasant
working environment for the climate.

Craig, Danny, Hector and Maria with Keith
dyeing a maple fingerboard.

The orchestra had arranged for some sturdy
tables and Captain George found some desk
lamps so it made a very functional space. All
the tools and materials from 2018 had been
stored in ABYSO board member Dr Birds
surgery.
The first days were interesting, as an extra 5
students appeared unexpectedly! Unbeknown
to Karen-Mae, the Culture department had
decided to send more of their employees who
may be interested, to attend. Time had to be

Rita explaining truss rods

spent teaching each of the new students
different individual tasks due to the limited
number of tools. It also involved time
identifying and sharpening tools for their
allocated separate jobs and constant
supervising was imperative. Consequently, the
2nd years’ training program was compromised.
During the first day around 30 instruments and
20 bows were delivered for us to tackle. It was
clear by day 2 that having new students was
going to severely affect our capabilities to both
train the existing students and repair a good
quantity of instruments. We therefore changed
priorities and in the first instance, taught them
how to practically assess violins/cellos for
repair, while we taught Danny and Hector
more advanced topics.
We were also contacted and told not to do
guitar repair at this point, despite this being the
main reason that Rita had been invited along
for the first visit. We were still able to take the
new trainees through some basic violin work
as well as give Danny and Hector instruction
on violin repair.
As the first days unfolded we had to ask one
trainee to leave because of his disruptive
behaviour, another left for personal reasons.
The remaining two were Maria, a professional
violist from Venezuela and Craig, who is not a
musician but has a practical background.
Maria proved adept at the fine work of fitting
bridges and obviously had a good knowledge
of the instruments. Craig took more time to get
to grips with the fine tolerances required but
showed great patience and by the end was
able to fit bridges.

There were occasional frustrations with
gaining access to the workshop in the
mornings, as the keys seemed to disappear
with different members of staff: eventually we
simply held on to them!
As in 2018 we were able to visit the Orchestra
rehearsal: this year in an area within the Sir
Viv Richards cricket stadium. We looked at
many of the instruments and either made on
the spot adjustments or asked the players to
bring them to the workshop.
By the second week things settled down and
we were able to teach the remaining students
effectively and began to make headway on the
repairs. By the end of the week we had
prepared 3 double basses, 7 cellos, 2 violas
and over 22 violins as well as rehairing over 20
bows.
Each of the trainees made great progress
despite the short amount of time they had:
Hector and Danny had remembered everything
they learned in the previous year and both
continued to progress well. Danny, the 2nd
year guitar student, was disappointed that we
were not able to continue with his guitar
training, but his desire to remain on the
program was very strong and he committed
himself to patiently spending days re-hairing
several bows. As well as completing bow
rehairs, Hector achieved some good set ups
on violins and celli. Maria learned fast and
completed several soundposts and bridges.
Craig made himself very useful, quite prepared

violin needed adjustment to neck angle. Some
complex work which was ideal for training the
2nd year students, ie: removing and repairing
full length cello back cracks, had to be put
aside. The majority of the time we
consolidated the trainees knowledge of set up
and basic maintenance. The more advanced
work we were able to carry out included gluing
bellies, split ribs, pegbox and f hole cracks,
gluing and resetting detached necks, peg
fitting, shooting fingerboards and varnish touch
up.

General
We had initially expected to advise and
oversee the assembling of the new workshop
as part of this trip and postponed our visit in an
attempt to ensure this was possible. As the
permanent workshop wasn't available after all,
we were asked if we could return around
Christmas just to set up the new one. As
training is our primary objective and because
of the cost, we have intimated that this would
be unlikely, however we would be able to give
advice if needed.
A request was made for a large stock of strings
to furnish the guitars. Putting the guitars to one
side meant that these were left untouched. We
have brought these back to the UK and Rita has
offered to sell them to try and recoup this cost for
LSF.

It is considered that it was a successful visit
inasmuch as we managed to restore many
instruments to playing order and some
objectives for our training were achieved.

Conclusions and
Recommendations
•We have three very capable trainees, who
are available at least part time in the
future: Hector, Danny and Maria. (Craig
has a full time job).

to spend time cleaning instruments, preparing
bows for rehair and fitting bridges.
Few major repairs were needed: one cello had
a broken neck which we made good and a

•Assuming these three trainees were still
available, any future mission should not
accept new trainees. Existing trainees
could be in a position to train others once
they have a little more experience which
would expand the services the new
workshop can offer to the Caribbean area.

•Although, it was positive that there were
so many bows and instruments to repair, it
put pressure on the volunteers to repair
them. If a return visit is made in future, the
volunteers' main focus should be on
training
•A permanent workshop is now essential in
order for these luthiers to maintain the
skills they have learned and to allow them
to progress on to more difficult repair work.
A future mission should only take place
once this has been achieved.
•There are still some tools required once a
workshop is established.
•Timber and spares were brought from the
UK. For the future we should look for
suitable alternative materials locally.
Instrument spare parts on the island are all
imported but rare: a sustainable workshop
will need to identify suitable sources
eventually.
•There are quite a number of string
teachers in Antigua who would make use
of a repair facility, since at present we
understand there is no local repairer. This
may in turn encourage them to support the
Orchestra more.

workshop. She will be actively seeking a home
for a permanent, secure space. Currently the
tools and materials donated to ABYSO have
been packed away and stored.
Cost of 2019 Visit
Travel £1175.32, Tools £951.17
Accommodation, transport and food supplied
by our hosts
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•There are a large number of fretted
instruments and players who would also
make use of a repair shop if we are able to
continue our training in repairing guitars in
future. It is understood that the project is
primarily for ABYSO instruments. However,
the guitar training program was requested
and successful in 2018. It would be
beneficial to the workshop (and Antigua)
for the guitar programme to continue and
may also enhance the economic viability of
a workshop.
•The orchestra needs woodwind and brass
repair work to be done: there is a planned
visit by a repairer in November. We have
agreed to publicise this need in the UK and
USA.

Future plans
At a follow up meeting after the mission KarenMae Hill requested that LSF-UK run another
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